SERIAL ENGINEERS OUT LOOKING OVER INDUSTRIAL WORLD

ENTERTAINED AS THEY WANDER ON INSPECTION TRIP

First Stop at Keokuk Where They Visit Large Companies—Next Goes to Canton—Next Goes to Rock Island—Will Tour the Northwest in a Few Days.

Reports from the first part of the inspection trip being made by the members of the serial engineers, under the direction of Professors E. N. Hugel and C. J. Chafee, it is said they found the cities as having a great time and gained a great deal of valuable information.

The party arrived in Keokuk Monday morning. They visit the large industrial plants of the city such as Keokuk Steel and Wheel Company, Standard Oil Company of Iowa, Keokuk Manufacturing Company and others. From there the next place on the program was Canton, Ill. The tour was continued by the inspection trip to Rock Island, Ill. The day was spent in the city of Rock Island, visiting the large factories such as the Republic Steel and Iron Company, and the Rock Island Steel Company. The last part of the tour was to Rock Island, Ill. The day was spent in the city of Rock Island, visiting the large factories such as the Republic Steel and Iron Company, and the Rock Island Steel Company.

Followers of the serial engineers are looking forward to a great deal of valuable information from the inspection trip. The party will endeavor to include those members which have not been included in the past, and so far as possible they will send you a report next week.

Dr. Mark F. Boyd, state epidemiologist, has returned from two trips to the state in an effort to investigate the epidemic. The first trip was to Missouri where there is an epidemic of diphtheria, and the second was to Wisconsin to investigate the recent case.
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The following is a list of the members which have been included in the past:

1. University Band
2. Keokuk Band
3. Iowa City Band

The band is at Northwestern, but the reports have not been received.

The lecture on "The Natural History of Alaska" by Professor Wylie was well received by the members.
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FOLLOW UP MOVE TO BEGIN MONDAY

CHAIRMAN FRITZ AND ASSISTANT TAYLOR TO VISIT IOWA UNIVERSITY MEN

The following membership can be expected to visit the Iowa University men:

Chas. J. Fritz, president of the Iowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, and his assistant, Mr. Taylor, are expected to visit the Iowa University men.

They are expected to stay for the rest of the week.

LOYALTY CLUB PLANS ITS WINTER ACTIVITIES

The Loyalty Club has planned a few winter activities which will be of interest to the members. The activities will be held on Wednesday evening at the regular meeting place.

PRESIDENTS WALK TO MAKE TERREY

The Terreys are on the move, and they are making their way to the Terreys. The Terreys are on the move, and they are making their way to the Terreys.
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WILL SING AT BAND CONCERT

VA. DORN SAYS FIRST CONCERT WILL BE BEST EVER

The first band concert of the year will be given on Tuesday, November 22, in the normal auditorium, according to announcement made yesterday afternoon. The concert will represent the best of the band. One of the features of the concert will be "Overture to the opera "Cosi Fan Tutte" by Mozart." The concert will be given by the music faculty of the college.

"The concert is going to be the best ever," said Charles J. Fritz, president of the band. "The band has been working hard for the last two weeks, and they have been very responsive to our direction."
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RESOLUTIONS FOR DEAN WILCOX AND PROFESSOR SMITH

The following resolutions expressing appreciation of the work accomplished at the University by Dean William Craig and Professor Smith, are presented by members of the faculty of the College of Liberal Arts as a mark of esteem and respect.
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FOR RENT—Room, single or two- room, ground, second or third floor, north or southeast, Place H., 1919.

Shooting Gallery
SCHILLER GALLERIES
210 S. DURQUÉE
OPPOSITE STRAND
THEATRE
BOX 322, ALLEY
PETERSON & HARTLEY

Meet me at
BUNT KIRK'S CIGAR STORE
Cigars, Tobacco, Soda Grill, Candies
Billiards stimulate the appetite. Billiards bring order to your mind and a desire to concentrate. Our 20-cent and Pocket Billiard tables will help in these conditions. 116 E. Washington Street.

FASHIONS IN SHOES FOR FALL

TAXI
or Cab for a Party
Call
MURPHY
Phone 1700
Office at Jefferson Hotel

WANTION—Demonstrator and acrobats for "The Great Builder"—two hours daily until Christmas. To work on Iowa Daily, Chicago.

PHILIP H. STACH

IOWA CITY, Ia.

- THE HOME
- OF GOOD SHOES.
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1917
THE IOWAN, STATE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA

our fresh array of Autumn Clothes proves it. The proper turn of the wrist line, the proper set of the collar, all those tiny little shadows and distinctions that make truly fashionable clothes.

For the young man flannels will be very popular. We are showing flannels in blue, dark green and brown. All with bolted backs, some single and others double-breasted, priced from $15 to $30.

For elderly men the styles are more dignified, bearing evidences of the most careful workmanship. Many of the suits are silk lined.

You will be agreeably surprised when you see these good looking suits, in many very interesting patterns.

if you want a becoming suit you want to be coming to us.

Hancock Brothers Clothing
The Store of Personal Service

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 15
Science Auditorium
8:15

TRIO DE LUTECE
Flute - Harp - Cello

Seats $1.00 at Wienie's Tuesday
Reports begin at 1:45. Game begins at 2:30.

Northwestern Reports
N. S. Auditorium

The New Welworth Blouses are Here—Good News for a Lot of Thrifty Women

These Welworth Blouses are always on sale here — the same day that they first make their appearance in the Style Centers of the Country.

One of the new models is made of silk of an excellent quality, the other of a silk-Shantung in natural color—prettily trimmed with taffeta of contrasting shades. With the prices of silks as high as they are, much scoring higher all the time—these are really the best values.

JUST A LIMITED NUMBER — AND NO MORE OF THESE SAME MODELS WILL BE OBTAINABLE

The Midland Schools Teachers' Agency of Des Moines, Iowa, during the last ten years has filled thousands of the best teaching positions west of the Mississippi river. Its terms are the most liberal offered, and through the confidence and respect of the employing officers, it is able to guarantee satisfactory service. Write today for plans.

C. R. SCHROGGE, Proprietor and Manager

“The New Brunswick”
McInerny & Hanlon
121-123 Iowa Ave.
Bowling Billiards Barbering

Service in Clothes-Selling
YOUR clothes have so much to do with the way you feel about yourself; with the impression you make on other people; with your financial welfare that the clothing man has really quite an important duty to perform. It seems so to us.

Hart Schaffner & Marx

Clothes

We choose these because they are made with the interests of the wearer in mind. Any man who buys them has an unquestionable assurance of satisfaction; that means colors, all wool fabrics; fit and all.

Any man who wears these clothes is well dressed; he knows it and everybody else knows it. At our prices we're rendering a service of economy; good clothes at low prices; we believe you'd rather have them good than too low priced.

Suits at $18 and up; at $25 special values.

COASTS'